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The US-Taiwan Business Council Comments on the Proposed Foreign Military Sale of Contractor
Technical Assistance for Taiwan’s Patriot Air Defense System
The US-Taiwan Business Council today welcomed the announcement of a possible Foreign Military Sale to Taiwan of
Contractor Technical Assistance and related maintenance and sustainment articles and services for the Patriot Air Defense
System, at an estimated cost of US$95 million. The Defense Security Cooperation Agency (DSCA) delivered the required
certifications notifying Congress of the proposed Taiwan arms sale on April 5, 2022.
The published Congressional Notification (transmittal number 22-16) is for support of the Patriot Air Defense System in
Taiwan, and helps underpin Taiwan’s efforts to modernize its armed forces and to maintain a credible defensive capability. It
includes Contractor Technical Assistance support consisting of training, planning, fielding, deployment, operation,
maintenance, and sustainment of the Patriot Air Defense System, associated equipment, and logistics support elements. It
also includes Patriot Ground Support Equipment, spare parts, and consumables.
Council President Rupert Hammond-Chambers said: “The sustainment of Taiwan’s existing weapons systems is an essential
commitment by its armed forces to maintain high operational rates for its legacy gear.” “The normalized and regularized
process of assessing all requested weapons systems for Taiwan’s use must remain a top priority for the Biden
Administration. That should entail the acceptance from Taiwan of Letters of Request (LoRs), so that a full inter-agency
assessment - that includes the uniformed services - can ascertain the utility of the request.”
Source: See the DSCA website at https://www.dsca.mil/press-media/major-arms-sales
About the US-Taiwan Business Council:
The US-Taiwan Business Council (www.us-taiwan.org) is a membership-based non-profit association, founded in 1976 to
foster trade and business relations between the United States and Taiwan. The Council provides its members with business
intelligence, offers access to an extensive network of relationships, and serves as a vital and effective representative in dealing
with business, trade, and investment matters.
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